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Goals:

I Introduce a puzzle about offsetting harm.
I Argue that we should replace the standard

constraint against doing harm with one
against making unoffset harm increases.

I Speculate about the source of this new
constraint.
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I Greater the weight, greater the voltage.
I One can remove weights, but only if one adds a weight of

one’s own or pays a big fee.
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Zap Increase
A has a 1 lb weight that
they don’t feel like hold-
ing onto anymore, so they
place it on the scale with-
out removing any of the
weights that were already
there.

Judgement: A’s putting the weight on the scale is impermissible.
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Zap Offsetting
(Negative)
A is carrying a 1 lb weight,
but would prefer to have a
2 lb weight. A places the 1
lb weight on the scale, and
removes a 2 lb weight.

Judgement: A’s putting the weight on the scale is permissible.
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Zap Offsetting
There are only 1 lb weights
on the scale. A has a 1 lb
weight that is painted red,
but would prefer to have
a blue one. A places the
red weight on the scale and
removes a blue one.

Judgement: A’s putting the weight on the scale is permissible.
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Puzzle: Why is A’s adding weight to the scale permissible
in Zap Offsetting and but not in Zap Increase?
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Proposal: because taken together, adding weight and
removing another leaves the victim no worse off than they
would have been had one not interfered, whereas simply
adding a weight makes them worse off.

This can’t be right.
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Zap Replacement
A prevents B from zapping C, but then goes on to zap C
with the same voltage.
Zap Compensation
A zaps C, but then gives C $200 compensation, leaving C at
least as well off as they would have been without being
zapped or paid.

Judgement: A’s zapping is impermissible.
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Constraint Against Harm: Don’t do harm.

Proposal: Zap Increase, Replacement, and
Compensation violate this constraint, but Zap Offsetting
doesn’t. Offsetting prevents the weight addition from
doing harm.
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“If you successfully offset
all your emissions, you
do no harm by emissions.
You therefore do no injus-
tice by them.” (p. 84)
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In contrast [with indul-
gences for adultery], car-
bon offsetting prevents
anyone from ever being
harmed by your emissions;
it’s the “equivalent” of
never committing adultery
in the first place” (p. 140)
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Does offsetting prevent A’s putting the weight on the
scale from doing harm?

No. Prevention requires interference, but offsetting does
not interfere.
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Constraint Against Harm: Don’t do harm.

777
Conditional Offsetting Constraint
Don’t increase harm if you have not and will not fully
offset it.

or

Holistic Offsetting Constraint
Don’t allow your net contribution to a harm be
positive.
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Holistic Offsetting Constraint
Don’t allow your net contribution to a harm be positive.

I Zap Increase: violated.
I Zap Offsetting: not violated.
I Ordinary cases of harm: violated.
I Zap Replacement: violated.
I Zap Compensation: violated.

The Holistic Offsetting Constraint does better than the
Constraint Against Harm.

But why would there be such a constraint?
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Autonomy? (taking after Quinn, Shiffrin, Woollard, et al.)

Some plausibility: victim not only not made worse off by
agent’s actions (altogether), but there is no intrinsic
difference for them at all.

Main problem: same could be so with cases like Zap
Replacement.
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Separateness of Harms?

Like separateness of persons (Nagel,
Rawls, et al.), but for harms.

Identities of harms matter, and one can’t just trade-off a
worsening of one with a bettering of another. Offsetting allows
for a tradeoff within a harm.

Main problem: obscurity, need for further explanation.
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